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Urdu Language: Problems and Probabilities

Since the evolution of Urdu language it has faced great challenges.

Linguists are apprehending the extinction of the most popular language

of Indo-Pak region. Effects of Globalization and blitz of modern

communication have played a great role in the downfall of spoken and

written Urdu Language. Conflicts of Urdu with other languages like

Hindi-Urdu in India and Urdu-Bangla in East Pakistan (Now Bangladesh)

have also affected its evolution. It is very difficult to use Urdu as medium

of instructions in a multilingual society like Pakistan. It is a fact that

government could not devise a separate national language policy to

bring closer the users of different provincial and regional languages.

Despite facing different challenges Urdu has stil l preserved in its

innovation, diversification and beauty of the syntax and philology. 

Experts agree with the view that education in an alien language may

create differences between the elite and masses. Therefore, all children

should be taught in their mother tongue or native language. Need to

formulate a foresighted theory by government is stressed in this paper to

address the linguistic issues and to suggest remedies of these

problems. 
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